MUSICALS!

Mama Mia- love story based on __ songs
Longest running play on Broadway
Modern story about struggling to live on the Lower East Side
Beauty and the __- Disney's unlikely couple
Sound of __- Rodgers and Hammerstein's greatest musical
The Lion King- Disney production about the destiny of __
Summer Loving with Sandy and Danny
Miss __- Vietnam war musical tragedy
Won the Academy Award for Best Picture in 2002
__ on the Roof- a story of trying to hold on to traditions
Little Shop of __- blood sucking alien plants
Where you can wash that man right out of your hair: South __
__ of the Opera- masked love by Andrew Lloyd Webber
Man of __ __- Based on the tale of Don Quixote
Where you can drive a "Surrey with the Fringe on Top"
Annie- spend a week with Daddy __
Maria, Tony, Bernardo, gangs and forbidden love: __ __ Story
Lerner and Loewe play about a magical Scottish village
Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor __- Andrew Lloyd Webber
The trials of a fashion superstar; based on the 1988 movie
Music Man- with Marian the __ and professor Harold Hill
Ode to Billy Joel songs
Jesus Christ __- based on events leading to the crucifixion
Annie __ __- "There's No Business Like Show Business"
Les __- chaos in revolutionary Paris
Lerner and Loewe's play about the "Rain in Spain"
Rock n' Roll comedy with an Elvis-like story
Story of gambling and the rough life on Broadway
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